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THANK YOU
PSTT would like to thank TTS and the Association for Science Education for their
on-going support for the Primary Science Teacher Awards.
We also thank the organisations who have recognised the Primary Science
Teaching Trust’s Primary Science Teacher Award through their endorsement of
our Fellows.

WELCOME

PROFESSOR DUDLEY SHALLCROSS
CEO, PRIMARY SCIENCE
TEACHING TRUST

We can all remember outstanding teachers
and the impact that they had on a particular
year in our school life; maybe the impact was
more long term? Maybe it changed our lives?
An outstanding teacher has many facets: they
can adapt their learning strategies to match the
optimum learning style of the pupil, they can
explain the complicated as if it were simple, they
listen, they inspire, they challenge, they push
boundaries, they take risks, they see potential,
they persevere, they are not afraid to say ‘I don’t
know’.

Welcome to this year’s Primary Science
Teaching Trust’s (PSTT) Primary Science
Teacher Awards Ceremony. Outstanding primary
science teachers one and all, they are drawn from across the UK, teaching the full
age range at primary school level. Their innovation and energy in the classroom
is amazing, their impact on pupils, parents and fellow teachers is incredible. All
these outstanding teachers will now become Fellows of the PSTT Primary Science
Teacher College and join approximately 170 other outstanding Fellows. The
College is the centre of the PSTT strategy and we know that the strategy is in safe
hands, the difficulty being keeping up with them all. These awards are the most
important element of the PSTT strategy.
Further evidence, were it needed, of the awardees’ excellence is that so many
prominent organisations now endorse these awards. We thank these organisations
for their endorsements and for their on-going support of science teaching in
primary schools across the UK.
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PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHER
AWARD WINNER 2017

JUDY BEER
Christ the King Catholic Primary School, Leicester

Having taught at Christ the King Primary School for 6 years, Judy Beer is described
as “having taken science from a subject having little direction to one which is a
major strength and a favourite of pupils, teachers and parents alike.” Judy exudes
a passion for primary science education and it is clear that her efforts produce a
similar enthusiasm in the children.
In the lesson we observed, children in Year 6 were immediately engaged by the
scenario provided, keen to share and refine their ideas, ask questions and work
together to determine not only the best way to light Judy’s ‘garden shed’ but also
to provide quantitative data to support their findings. Judy provided appropriate
guidance and scaffolding where necessary and ensured the investigation remained
child-led and explorative, resulting in children testing bulbs to destruction in
pursuit of the brightest lighting. The children were confident to have their ideas
challenged and expressed their thoughts well.
Judy clearly spends a lot of time developing creative ideas to engage her pupils,
including the use of drama and music, creating models and using technology.
‘Awe and wonder’ moments have resulted in numerous memorable learning
experiences for the children which have led many to express the desire to become
a scientist. Thanks to Judy’s efforts, the school has achieved PSQM Gold, Space
Education Quality Mark Gold and Eco-schools Silver. In addition to organising many
enrichment activities for the children in and out of school, Judy has championed
the involvement of parents in science activities: children dressed up as scientists
presenting their own ‘Wax Museum’ to retell the lives and work of famous
scientists; parents invited to see the moon rock samples on loan to the school;
parents attending assemblies and open evening. Judy has also created ‘science
homework bags’ which children take home to complete with their families, and
these are always in high demand.
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Judy leads regular CPD sessions for staff and has produced support materials for
Teaching Assistants. Through an extensive network beyond the school Judy has
developed links to secondary schools and has supported other primary schools
through the ‘Challenge Partners’ Trust which has identified science led by Judy as
an ‘Area of Excellence’. She has presented ideas at numerous ‘teachmeets’ and
worked with trainee teachers for SCITT courses.
Many congratulations on this award Judy, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHER
AWARD WINNER 2017

CARLA JENKINSON
Victoria Road Primary School, Plymouth, Devon

The children at Victoria Road Primary School’s love of science can be attributed
directly to the incredible efforts of Carla Jenkinson. Her commitment to raising
the profile of science within the school has been relentless and has involved
the pursuit of opportunities for the children that have provided them with an
enormous variety of STEM-related enrichment activity to engage them.
The school has a higher than average number of pupils for both special needs and
pupil premium, and where children enter with very low science capital. In spite of
these challenges, Carla has ensured that science is valued in the curriculum. In
Carla’s Year 6 class, over half of the children have a plan in place to cater for these
children’s specific needs. During her observed lesson, which involved investigating
different methods of creating slime, all the children enthusiastically discussed,
planned and carried out their own enquiries with a genuine sense of purpose and
interest. The lesson ended with a literally explosive pumpkin demonstration (as it
was Halloween) so the children left the class full of awe and wonder about science,
which typifies Carla’s approach.
Carla’s responsibilities as Deputy Head, SENCo and child protection officer
certainly do not deter her from giving time to support the school’s science subject
leader with planning and supporting enrichment activities and running CPD in
science for colleagues. Carla runs a STEM Club, books speakers, plans science
weeks, competitions and trips that engage the children. Outside the school,
Carla set up and continues to run the Plymouth Science Hub and with the help
of a team, she now supports all Plymouth schools through the Plymouth School
teaching Alliance. She has written and supported the development of assessment
materials that are disseminated through a website that she commissioned and
administers. Carla has also organised and run a conference for national delegates
and is involved in the development of trainee teachers through commitments on
the BEd course at Plymouth Marjon University and SCITT training in Plymouth.
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Many congratulations on this award, Carla, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PSTA 2017 ENDORSED BY

The Ogden Trust

CLAIRE LOIZOS
Broadlea Primary School, Sandown, Isle of Wight

Having started a career teaching science in secondary schools, Claire’s passionate
approach to the teaching of science has certainly inspired the children at Broadlea
Primary School. Although she has only been at the school for a short time, she has
already transformed its provision. From the outset, Claire revised the curriculum
for the whole school, working with her colleagues to ensure exciting learning
opportunities have been embedded for all classes.
During our visit, Claire’s Year 6 class demonstrated that they were used to facing
challenging questions and were expected to think, modify their ideas and plan for
themselves. Provided with a huge selection of resources from which to choose, the
children planned and carried out an investigation into conditions affecting the rate
of fermentation of yeast. Claire’s balance of whole-class input, individual attention
and peer support led to effective discussions, and the execution of meaningful
investigations. The children were extremely articulate, with an excellent grasp
of scientific vocabulary which enabled them to express their ideas clearly and
they backed these up with good reasoning. Claire has high expectations of the
children and it was clear that they were not only fascinated by the lesson and their
discoveries but were also keen to demonstrate their learning orally and in written
work.
Claire is an extremely reflective practitioner and has worked alongside each
member staff at Broadlea to develop the science curriculum. In just over a year,
she had organised 2 science weeks and planned the third (which took place
subsequent to our visit). She has set up a well-attended STEM Club (in a school
where after-school activity is rarely supported by parents or children); she has
significantly raised the aspirations of girls in the school generally and those of
all children in terms of science. She is active within a PSTT cluster on the island,
delivering science CPD. Claire has also written STEM resources for Lloyds Bank
to distribute, authored materials for Curved House (including ‘Inspired by Space:
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Engaging Girls in STEM’) and created Principia Space Diary materials for the Tim
Peake Project. Through the ASE and social media, she has shared innovative ideas
and spoken widely, particularly with regard to inspiring girls in STEM.
Many congratulations on this award Claire, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PSTA 2017 ENDORSED BY

The Institute of Physics

FRAN LONG
Woodstock Primary School, Woodstock, Oxfordshire

Taking the lead in science as a Newly Qualified Teacher shortly after joining
Woodstock Primary School, it is apparent that Fran is an exceptional and inspiring
teacher and the impact she has made on the teaching and learning of science
throughout the school in a short period of time is incredible. Enthusiastic (and very
articulate) children from some of her classes were keen to share their experiences
of both science lessons and the enrichment activities that they have enjoyed over
the last year. Whilst they, like most children, love practical science, it was striking
that they were all keen to learn more facts, meet more scientists and engineers
and that they could see science as a realistic career choice in the future. It is not
surprising that Fran has garnered significant support for her endeavours from the
school Governors.
Spending time in Fran’s mixed Year 5/6 classroom confirmed that children’s
enthusiasm for science is embedded and that they expect to be challenged,
consider alternative explanations, share their ideas and reflect on their learning
at the end of each lesson. In her observed lesson about lung capacity, Fran
used a wide variety of techniques to engage the children, including video clips,
modelling, use of challenging vocabulary and child-led practical investigation. Fran
included innovative contexts and cross-curricular themes (including considering
how irritants on Mars might affect an astronaut’s breathing) to stimulate interest
further and develop critical thinking.
Fran’s influence on the children’s science experiences throughout the school
is enormous. She has drawn on a wide range of STEM professionals for monthly
STEM assemblies that provide an exciting insight into future career opportunities
and this has generated genuine excitement about STEM subjects in the children.
Visitors have included STEM experts such as surgeons, various engineers and
scientists, a volcanologist, the Bloodhound SSC team (children and Fran herself
have their names on this car) and a female space engineer. Special science events,
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STEM Club, trips and competitions all ensure children are provided with many
enrichment activities and opportunities to be creative.
The impact of Fran’s subject leadership skills is widespread and it is therefore not
surprising that the school has also achieved the PSQM Gold award. Beyond her
school, Fran regularly shares best practice through the network of Partnership
schools, as Lead Teacher for Science for the Oxfordshire Teaching Schools Alliance,
Teach Meets, social media and writing for the ASE Primary Science journal.
Many congratulations on this award, Fran, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PSTA 2017 ENDORSED BY

SHINE

HANNAH OSUEKE
King Edward Primary School, North Shields, Tyneside

Hannah Oseuke’s headteacher described her as “A highly creative practitioner
who instils a love and a passion for learning in her children, especially in science.”
Within a short time of meeting Hannah, it was clear that this statement was not
only true, but the view was also held by her colleagues and pupils alike. Hannah
had been inspired to seek out the best opportunities for the children in her care
thanks initially to the support given to the school by Rosemary Feasey. In only 2
years as the Science Subject Leader, she has ensured that not only do the children
in her own class benefit from her enthusiasm and skill, but that she has supported
the development of other colleagues through giving CPD, 1:1 support and team
teaching.
Hannah’s observed lesson opened with ‘Talk for Writing’ actions that the children
had used to learn relevant vocabulary and ideas. Her creative context for the lesson
on reversible changes, the ‘Miss Osueke’s Chocolate Factory’ investigation into the
best type of chocolate to carry on a holiday trip, immediately engaged the children
and it was clear that this type of approach was the norm in her lessons. Active
participation, embedding of vocabulary and concepts and a chance to explore
their own ideas, and record and share these through ‘Seesaw’ on their iPads,
ensured that every child’s contribution was recognised and valued. The children
were articulate and considerate, and we were in doubt about the effective learning
environment that Hannah creates.
Children in the school have certainly benefitted from some amazing learning
experiences. For example, a team of children designed, built, tested and raced
their own kit car from a funding opportunity that Hannah secured, and another
group will be able to rebuild and race it again this year. The high profile of science
throughout the school is reflected in the school’s PSQM Gold award which Hannah
led. Working alongside another PSTT Fellow, Hannah has worked on the creation
of curriculum-based Subsea Channel teaching resources which are now available
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nationally. She has shared her teaching and learning approaches through local
authority science network meetings, PSQM hub meetings and the Green Goblin
kit car challenge.
Many congratulations on this award Hannah, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHER AWARD WINNER 2017

KEITH BISHOP AWARD

SHARON PASCOE
Fochriw Primary School, Bargoed, Wales

When Sharon was seconded to be the Headteacher to Fochriw Primary in February
2015, there was no Headteacher or Deputy and many of the teaching staff had
left. The school, set in a former mining village in a seriously deprived area of South
Wales, faced many challenges with low attainment, expectations and attendance
being the norm. In just 2 years, Sharon has transformed the school and the
outcomes for its children, despite a 50% teaching commitment and she leads the
science provision for the school in addition to her leadership role. In 2014, the
school was categorised by the Education Achievement Service as ‘Red: In need
of greatest improvement’; by 2017, it was ‘Green – highly effective’. In science,
children achieve above the Welsh average.
During our visit, there was every indication that the children in the school are
thriving. Excited by a hands-on, investigative approach that encouraged them
to think, share ideas and work through problems, all the children in the Year 3/4
class worked enthusiastically throughout the lesson, exploring the behaviour of
raisins in various fizzy drinks. Sharon gave lots of opportunities for the children
to make their own choices and learn from their mistakes, providing support and
encouragement. It was clear that the children were used to being challenged and
to challenging each other’s perceptions.
Sharon has continued to enthuse children across the school with award-winning,
innovative project-based learning. The school was runner up in the National
Community Education Awards for their Salmon Story and has received two Local
Authority ‘Pride of Place’ awards for the ‘Salmon Story’ and ‘Healthy Living!’ Most
recently, their ‘Red Kite Project’ won first place in a ‘Better Energy Schools Award’ for
Wales and the West. The children have also enjoyed many inspiring opportunities
through strong partnerships with STEM ambassadors, Science days, weeks and
clubs. Even more impressive is the support that Sharon has gained from parents
and others in a community that had previously been reluctant to engage.
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Whilst the children have benefitted from many enrichment activities, Sharon has
also worked hard to ensure that staff are supported, with science included as a
key priority for their CPD. In addition to providing training herself, Sharon has
ensured staff have had access to external opportunities and they feel enthused
and motivated. Sharon also supports PGCE and Masters students, leads cluster
activities and is currently leading a Network of Excellence in science to produce
a ‘science skills’ pack for the consortium. There is no doubt that this PSQM Gold
school is fortunate to have such a passionate, driven and successful leader.
Congratulations on this award, Sharon, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PSTA 2017 ENDORSED BY

Bristol ChemLabS

ASIMA QURESHI
Meadowbrook Primary School, Bradley Stoke, Bristol

Asima Qureshi clearly strives to provide the children at Meadowbrook Primary
School with the best start in science. With a background as a biomedical scientist,
she inspires pupils to see science as an exciting and important part of the
curriculum and ensures that working scientifically is at the heart of the subject.
Asima is the science subject leader, a Science Lead Practitioner and Specialist
Leader of Education and uses her considerable experience to support colleagues,
drive up standards and provide excellent outcomes for the children.
Asima’s observed lesson was engaging from the start. The children were
introduced to a news article regarding a disastrous year for the survival of penguin
chicks, followed by a scientist’s letter asking for their help. The Year 2 children
were immediately engrossed in the issue and eagerly undertook the roles they
were assigned to gather information about waterproof materials to protect young
penguins. They confidently made predictions and tested their ideas and were
keen to explain and share these.
Within the school, Asima has been keen to make cross-curricular links, e.g.
the whole school took part in the Science, Art and Writing (SAW) project, with
the work displayed for parents and then at the local library and via the local
community website. Asima has also involved children in the Bristol University
Neuroscience Festival, creating ‘brain art’. She has organised science weeks based
on: the Bloodhound project, supported by over 15 Bloodhound ambassadors;
inventions, with children presenting ideas ‘Dragon’s Den’ style; outdoor learning;
and food and healthy eating. The children have experienced many enrichment
activities within and outside school. Meadowbrook was awarded the Tim Peake
Primary Project Award and Year 5 met him in person at the Principia Conference,
where they had been invited to present all their learning from a term of study.
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Beyond Meadowbrook, Asima has engaged in continued professional development
and has shared her expertise and experience with colleagues. She has developed
strong links with the University of the West of England (UWE) and collaborated in
the Primary Engineer Project and other outreach. She has worked with STEMtastic
to develop a set of engineering activities. Asima leads science across a cluster of
schools and has developed links with a partner school in Tanzania. She has written
and delivered training for the National STEM centre, provided exemplar materials
for the TAPS project and PSQM and contributed to the ASE’s ‘Guide To Primary
Science Education’.
Many congratulations on this award Asima, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PSTA 2017 ENDORSED BY

The Royal Society of Biology

ELAINE STOCKDALE
Tongwynlais Primary School, Cardiff, Wales

It is immediately clear when stepping into Elaine’s pre-school classroom at
Tongwynlais Primary that science has high priority in the school. Her remodelling
of the curriculum, which her Headteacher suggests has ‘energised teaching and
learning of science across the school’ has undoubtedly enriched the children’s
experiences. Having re-trained as a teacher only 4 years ago (previously Elaine
worked as a Clinical Scientist), Elaine has brought creativity, innovation and a love
of science to the children, from the very youngest through to the Year 6 children.
In her observed lesson, Elaine used ‘Incy Wincy Spider’ to draw all the children
into her introductory discussion and encouraged them all to share their prior
knowledge of spiders. With effective teaching support, Elaine was able to provide
a focussed investigation activity for a small group of children to explore the best
material for Incy Wincy to use to traverse his sticky web. The children were totally
engaged in the activity from the outset, with Elaine balancing child-led exploration,
teaching of science skills and guided testing which enabled each child to generate
and discuss their own ideas effectively and make excellent progress. Elaine used
challenging vocabulary and skills, revisited misconceptions, set out clear success
criteria and used embedded ‘Thinking Hat’ techniques: a master class in teaching
and learning for these young children.
Elaine’s support and encouragement of staff has ensured the standards achieved
across the school reflect her best practice and they are inspired to further her
vision. Working closely with her colleagues to create science-rich contexts for
cross-curricular projects has provided children with many opportunities for exciting
investigative science. Elaine embraces many external initiatives that further enrich
the children’s experiences in addition to developing her own within the school.
The STEM Club is over-subscribed but in their role as Science Ambassadors, the
children enjoy ‘science busking’ in the playground to enable others to try out the
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activities too. Elaine helps the children produce their STEM Club newsletter so that
parents and children can also participate at home.
Elaine’s influence on science teaching also stretches well beyond her own school.
She leads support for local and regional clusters in science. She has delivered
workshops on ‘Thinking Skills’ at conferences (e.g. Thinking Schools International);
worked on the development of TAPS Cymru resources; was involved in the testing
of ‘Explorify’; and worked on the development of Public Health England’s E-bug
programme.
Congratulations on this award, Elaine, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHER
AWARD WINNER 2017

RACHEL WOLFORD
Hythehill Primary School, Lossiemouth, Scotland

Rachel Wolford’s P7 class at Hythehill Primary School will start their secondary
school education with a love of science that she has inspired. For Rachel, this is
an outstanding achievement as only a few years ago, she would concede that she
was not confident in teaching science and had not enjoyed the subject at school.
However, chosen to represent the school on the SSERC Primary Science Mentoring
Programme, Rachel has developed a passion for the subject and a commitment to
developing learning experiences for the children that have, in turn, inspired her
colleagues and their pupils.
Rachel’s observed lesson saw the children first considering similarities and
differences between living things and then they moved on to look at inherited traits.
The children were totally engaged in the production of a ‘reebop’ – a character
made from modelling clay that possesses a wide range of characteristics inherited
from its parents. The activity provided the children with a great way to explore
a tricky concept in a visual, hands-on way and to gain a good understanding of
variation within a species.
The lesson typifies Rachel’s approach to teaching science – she finds ways
to engage the pupils in relevant experiences, so they can appreciate real-life
contexts and topical science for their lessons so that they want to discuss and
share their ideas and learning. She has arranged numerous enrichment activities
for the children to engage with STEM, including all children from nursery classes
to P7. Parents at the school have also been encouraged to share in the children’s
learning during STEM weeks. The school are delighted that since Rachel put these
initiatives in place, more pupils are starting to see science as an aspirational career
choice.
In addition to supporting and inspiring other teachers within the school, Rachel
has shared her expertise with numerous teachers throughout the region by
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delivering CPD in STEM in twilight sessions. She has worked closely with the Moray
Primary Science Development Officer to train a wider cohort of teachers and has
represented the council at national conferences in Glasgow. She has developed
an exciting cluster transition project for local primaries, Planet X, with challenge
days at the local high school where the children’s work was used as a baseline
assessment for the high school. Rachel has been recognised nationally with
‘ENTHUSE Award for Excellence in STEM teaching – Primary’ for her dedication.
Congratulations on this award, Rachel, and welcome to the PSTT College!
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ENDORSEMENTS FOR PREVIOUS AWARD WINNERS

AWARD ENDORSED BY

The Royal Society of Chemistry

CRAIG EARLY
PSTA Winner 2014
Wygate Park Academy, Spalding, Lincolnshire
Dr Craig Early is the Headteacher of Wygate Park Academy and a PSTT College
Fellow, having been a PSTA winner in 2015. Craig is immersed in a huge number
of initiatives in primary science education and his commitment to these is
outstanding. He has written the supporting documents for 137 primary resources
on the Royal Society of Chemistry’s Learn Chemistry platform. He has contributed
materials for the BBC and Teachit Primary websites, and he has written for Primary
Science about the highly successful guided science activities.
As a Specialist Leader of Education in Primary Science for the Connect Teaching
School Alliance, Craig provides tailored school to school support in Science
from curriculum provision to assessment. He delivers training for ITT students in
primary science and is part of the strategic vision group for the Science Learning
Partnership in Lincolnshire. Craig has presented workshops and delivered training
to a variety of different audiences, through the ASE, STEM Network at York and the
PSTT International Primary Science Conference in Belfast.
Craig has the distinction of being an appointed member of the RSC’s education
council, who are delighted to endorse his Primary Science Teacher Award in
recognition of his contribution to primary science education generally and in
particular for his substantial work to support teachers in chemistry.
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AWARD ENDORSED BY

The Royal Microscopical Society

PETER SAINSBURY
PSTA Winner 2010
Winterbourne Earls Primary School, Salisbury
and Cluster Advisor for the PSTT
Peter Sainsbury is a College Fellow and was PSTA winner in 2010. He has extensive
experience at leading, developing and supporting effective clusters of schools
within Wiltshire, focusing primarily on primary science. His expertise has been
utilised to provide further support to schools across the UK since his appointment
as Cluster Advisor for the PSTT. He also manages to spend time in the classroom at
Winterbourne Earls Primary School, teaching for a day each week.
Peter’s early interest in biology has been retained throughout his teaching
career and since his award, he has established a strong relationship with the
Royal Microscopical Society. Peter has written support materials for the RMS
Microscope Activity Kit (MAK) to enable primary school teachers to make the most
of this excellent resource that is freely loaned to schools across the UK. Peter has
championed the use of the kits, provided training for teachers and arranged for
kits to be widely available through the PSTT College Fellows’ network in addition
to supporting the RMS scheme at exhibitions and conferences, to ensure the kits
have maximum impact.
The RMS are delighted to recognise Peter’s contribution to their work and
wholeheartedly endorse his earlier PSTA.
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ENDORSEMENTS FOR PREVIOUS AWARD WINNERS

AWARD ENDORSED BY

The Comino Foundation

LOUISE BOUSFIELD
PSTA Winner 2014
Bradshaw Hall Primary School, Greater Manchester
Louise Bousefield, PSTA winner in 2014, is a teacher at Bradshaw Hall Primary School
in Greater Manchester. Since winning her award, she has continued to expand and
develop the provision of science in the school. The school leaders believe that this
curriculum enrichment, plus a focus in science on the development of problem
solving and reasoning skills, has been a significant factor in the increase in the
children’s attainment in maths and English seen in recent years.
Louise works closely with Lynne Bianchi, Director of Manchester University’s
Science and Engineering Education Research and Innovation Hub (SEERIH) who
says, “What Louise does best is the way she leads through example. She walks the
walk and supports others to walk it with her. It mustn’t go without saying that all
this is done on a backdrop of a demanding job and family life – it’s important to
recognise that such outstanding practice takes perseverance and a commitment
to unlocking the potential of young scientists not just in her own school but
beyond it.”
For over two years Louise has co-led focused and engaging cluster meetings,
generating and trialling materials. Working with SEERIH, she has developed
‘science4families’ – a project that involved schools from Stockport and Manchester
which tried new approaches to encourage family/parental engagement with
school through science.
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AWARD ENDORSED BY

The Wellcome Trust

KATE REDHEAD
PSTA Winner 2012
Regional Mentor for the Primary Science Teaching Trust
Kate Redhead is a Regional Mentor for the PSTT and a College Fellow, having
been awarded a PSTA in 2012. Throughout her teaching career, Kate has been
committed to supporting other teachers and schools with providing the best
primary science education for every child. Kate’s mentoring and guidance, often
drawing on lesson study and video recordings of pupils’ classroom activity, have
enabled many teachers to reflect more effectively and to create interventions that
have a greater impact on the children’s learning in science. Kate implemented
a project in her own school to raise standards across the curriculum through
developing talks skills. This then became the basis for a project supporting a group
of other schools to engage in some action research about how the development
of talk skills can facilitate progress in science. Kate has since delivered a session
at one of our College Conferences about leading evidence-informed practice in
science.
In her current role as a Regional Mentor, Kate is working with huge numbers of
schools in the West Midlands. In many of these schools, her initial focus needs
to be to get teachers engaged and excited about teaching science. Kate often
approaches this by introducing teachers to supporting resources like the Wellcome
Trust’s Explorify to develop their confidence and enthusiasm. Kate is also building
on her previous Children’s University project to promote the engagement of
children in extra-curricular enrichment activities in science, both in and out of
school. The Wellcome Trust are extremely pleased to be able to endorse Kate’s
previous PSTA award.
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ENDORSEMENTS FOR PREVIOUS AWARD WINNERS

AWARD ENDORSED BY

The Royal Society of Biology

MARY HAUGHEY
PSTA Winner 2010
St John’s Primary School and Carnlough Community
Nursery, Ballymena Northern Ireland

Mary Haughey, headteacher at St John’s Primary School in Carnlough, has been a
very active College Fellow since the inception of the PSTT College in 2011, having
been awarded her PSTA in 2010. During this time, Mary has run a number of funded
College Projects. Her highly successful transition initiative used a crime scene to
engage the children and their teachers. Mary is currently running a College Project
to provide a stimulating environment for the children at her school. Through
‘Nature Buddies – Together We Learn and Grow’, Mary is developing the outdoor
learning environment for the youngest children at the school, and supporting their
teachers with how to make the most effective use of it for the children’s learning.
Mary is exceptionally hard working, and providing the best learning experiences
for the children in her own school and beyond is at the heart of everything she has
achieved. The RSB is delighted to endorse Mary’s earlier PSTA in recognition of her
continued commitment to primary science education.
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AWARD ENDORSED BY

Learning Science

SUE MARTIN
PSTA Winner 2011
Programme Director for the Primary Science Teaching Trust
Sue was awarded her PSTA in 2011 but also won the National Teaching Awards
‘Primary Teacher of the Year’ in 2010 for her excellence in primary school teaching.
Sue’s PSTA lesson left the PSTT team and the children buzzing for a long time
afterwards. Her passion and enthusiasm for science teaching and learning was
clear to see not only throughout her lesson, but across the whole school. Her
career as an outstanding science teacher has taken her from teaching secondary
school physics to a headship and science lead of a primary school. Therefore, Sue
is one of a few Fellows that has taught at all school levels. She is also well known
and regarded for her Wow Science shows and has been a much sought after
consultant and author of science related materials.
It was a very brave step for Sue to leave the well-known school environment to
become the Programme Director for the Primary Science Teaching Trust in 2016
and is an appointment that has strengthened the PSTT. Sue supports the College
Fellows to develop and share best practice, leads the PSTA process, runs the Area
and Regional mentor programme and much more. Amongst the many exciting
initiatives that she is involved in, perhaps the most notable one so far is the PSTT’s
new Wow Science website, created in collaboration with Learning Science in
Bristol. Wow Science seeks out the best resources on the internet and in apps for
children, parents, teachers and anyone looking for reliable and high quality web
based support for science. Sue is an outstanding Fellow of the College and we are
delighted that Learning Science are endorsing Sue’s PSTA.
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